
Press Clips for Unburnable Carbon: Australia’s Carbon Bubble 

Canberra Times 
Alarm on coal resources time bomb 
Australian companies are sitting on coal resources that have the potential to generate 150 billion 
tonnes of greenhouse gases, setting them on a potential collision course with international efforts to 
curb global warming that would stymie investments. Investments in new Australian coal, oil and gas 
projects are being made with no regard for the risk that the assets will be devalued as the world 
moves to cut emissions, a report by Britain’s Carbon Tracker Initiative and Australia’s Climate Institute 
says. 
… 
Climate Institute chief executive John Connor said investments in Australian coal ‘‘rest on a 
speculative bubble of climate denial, indifference, or dreaming’’. ‘‘Investors, governments and even 
some coal companies say they take climate change seriously, but this report shows they do not, or 
are taking risky gambles,’’ he said. 
 
The Age 
Coal investors face risks as world cuts emissions 
Same as above  
 
The Australian 
Renewable energy rorts probed 
ALMOST 150 suspected rorts of the Gillard government's Renewable Energy Target scheme were 
reported to the regulator last year, with NSW and federal authorities assisting with the execution of 
two search warrants as a part of the probe. The Clean Energy Regulator yesterday released its 
annual report to government on the administration of the RET – a scheme that provides certificates 
for both large and small-scale renewable energy generation as part of the bipartisan target of 
ensuring 20 per cent of Australia's electricity comes from renewables by 2020. 
… 
The administration report was released as the Climate Institute sounded the alarm over the future of 
coal investments, warning that $US674 billion ($652bn) of capital was being spent each year finding 
and developing more fossil fuels that may turn out to be unusable. In a joint report with Britain's 
Carbon Tracker initiative, the Climate Institute warns that the coal bubble will burst and investors - 
including large superannuation funds - will suffer if they do not account for the impact of reduced 
demand and greater fossil fuel regulation. The Climate Institute's John Connor said much of 
Australia's coal reserves and potential resources "rest on a speculative bubble of climate denial, 
indifference or dreaming" 
 
SMH 
Risk to investments in coal resources 
Companies are sitting on coal resources likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of greenhouse 
gases, setting a potential collision course with international efforts to curb global warming that would 
see investments stranded. A new report finds investments in new coal and oil. And gas projects are 
being made with no regard for the risk they will later be devalued. The report by the Britain based 
Carbon Tracker Initiative and the Australian Climate Institute says companies listed in the top 200 on 
the stock exchange spend $5.7 billion a year developing coal reserves. 
 

Broadcast 

Radio National  
Drive 
Green says the Climate Institute and the Carbon Tracker Initiative argue that if global governments 
fulfil their promises to limit carbon emissions, Australian coal will become unburnable and the industry 
would implode. Connor says much of the Australian coal reserves and planned extractions rests on a 
speculative bubble of climate denial. He says Australia's export markets in China and India are taking 
on clean energy incentives and are looking at ways at limiting coal use. He says all of these things 
could collapse and leave many of Australian coal investments stranded. He says many people are 
shrugging off that fact that China has lots of its own coal and doesn't like relying on imports. He says 



the World Bank and International Monetary Fund are saying that climate change is a massive 
economic threat. Green says the Australian Mineral Economics are expecting demand for Australian 
coal to grow about 3% a year, arguing that it is better quality coal than what is burned in other 
countries and so will have a positive effect on carbon emissions. 
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Outlet/Publication Headline Opening Text 

Environment - 
Guardian.co.uk 

Carbon bubble makes 
Australia's coal industry 
ripe 'for financial 
implosion' 

Much of the nation's coal reserves will be worthless if 
world's governments fulfil pledge to cap emissions, 
warns report 

Reuters Point 
Carbon 

Billions of Australian 
coal dollars at climate 
risk: report 
 

BEIJING, April 29 (Reuters Point Carbon) - Australian 
companies spend billions of dollars in developing new 
coal resources but risk seeing their investments 
stranded as the nation’s main export markets slash 
coal use to meet climate targets, a report said.  

CE Daily 'Carbon bubble' means 
coal investors will get 
burnt, report says 

To avoid abrupt devaluation and stranded assets, coal 
mining companies should disclose forward estimates 
of their carbon emissions and investors and auditors 
must recognise that Australia's coal reserves can't be 
fully exploited, warns a new report. 

Yahoo! News The Beginning of the 
End for Australian 
Coal?  

If you weren’t familiar with the term “speculative 
bubble” before the U.S. economy imploded in 2008, 
you probably were after the crash. It quickly became 
part of our everyday lexicon as the government began 
to bail out many of the institutions that speculated in 
high-risk financial products during… 

Sydney Morning 
Herald 

Coal investors face 
risks as world cuts 
emissions  

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

Sydney Morning 
Herald 

Coal producers ignore 
policy on carbon  

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

The Age Coal investors face 
risks as world cuts 
emissions  

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

The Age Coal producers ignore 
policy on carbon  

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

Brisbane Times Coal investors face 
risks as world cuts 
emissions  

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

                                                           
1 The article titles link to the websites, except for the PointCarbon, ClimateWire and CE Daily pieces, which are 
copied in full below. 
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Brisbane Times Coal producers ignore 
policy on carbon  

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

ABC [Radio National] Is Australia betting on a 
carbon bubble about to 
burst?  

A new report is arguing that Australia's coal reserves 
will become worthless if global governments fulfil their 
promises to limit carbon emissions. The Climate 
Institute and the Carbon Tracker Initiative warn 
that billions of dollars of taxpayer, superannuation and 
shareholder 
funds could be wasted 

WA Today Coal producers ignore 
policy on carbon  

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

UPI.com Australia in danger of 
'carbon bubble'  

SYDNEY, April 30 (UPI) -- Australia's coal sector 
could face a "carbon bubble" based on the 
internationally agreed-upon target of limiting global 
warming to 2 degrees Celsius, a new report warns. 

Democratic 
Underground 

Carbon bubble makes 
Australia's coal industry 
ripe 'for financial 
implosion'  

Carbon bubble makes Australia's coal industry ripe 
'for financial implosion' Much of the nation's coal 
reserves will be worthless if world's governments fulfil 
pledge to cap emissions, warns report Damian 
Carrington guardian. 

Take Part The Beginning of the 
End for Australian 
Coal?  

A new report says the country’s coal reserves will 
become worthless as worldwide carbon emission 
limits take hold. 

AllVoices Australia in danger of 
'carbon bubble'  

Australia's coal sector could face a "carbon bubble" 
based on the internationally agreed-upon target of 
limiting global warming to 2 degrees Celsius, a new 
report warns. 

Renew Economy Australian coal industry 
a ticking carbon bomb: 
report  

Australia’s huge coal industry is resting on a 
speculative bubble that ignores global carbon budgets 
and exposure to rapid devaluation, 
according to a joint report released today by The 
Climate Institute and the Carbon Tracker Initiative. 

Renew Economy ‘Big four’ banks biggest 
backers of fossil fuel 
expansion: report  

The environmental campaign against the expansion of 
Australia’s fossil fuel industry, and in particular against 
the further development of coal and gas export 
projects in the Great Barrier Reef area, has turned its 
focus on the banks who are driving the growth with 
multi-billion dollar 
investments. 

Bernama Investors Warned To 
Diversify Before Carbon 
Bubble Bursts  

SYDNEY, April 29 -- Coal investors could suffer heavy 
losses in the future as carbon assets are frozen by 
regulators to achieve global warming targets, China's 
Xinhua news agency said citing a new research 
report. 

Bullfax.com Carbon bubble makes 
Australia's coal industry 
ripe 'for financial 
implosion'  

Much of the nation's coal reserves will be worthless if 
world's governments fulfil pledge to cap emissions, 
warns report. Australia's huge coal industry is a 
speculative bubble ripe for financial implosion if 
the world's governments fulfil their agreement to act 
on climate change, according to a new report… 

Climate and Energy Carbon Bubble Makes 
Australia's Coal Industry 
Ripe 'for Financial 
Implosion'  

(Guardian) Australia's huge coal industry is a 
speculative bubble ripe for financial implosion if the 
world's governments fulfil their agreement to act on 
climate change, according to a new report. 
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Ea O Ka Aina Unburnable Carbon 
Bubbles  

Uncertainties in the carbon industry will be enough to 
leave a lot of carbon unburnable.  

Steel Guru Australian coal industry 
ignoring climate 
changes - 310346 - 2  

The Guardian reported that according to a new report 
Australia's huge coal industry is a speculative bubble 
ripe for financial implosion if the world's governments 
fulfill their agreement to act on climate change 
Mr John Connor, one of the new report's authors and 
CEO of The Climate Institute… 

Brisbane News.Net Miners ignoring carbon 
policy 

Companies are sitting on Australian coal resources 
likely to generate an extra 150 billion tonnes of 
greenhouse gases, setting a potential collision course 
with international efforts to curb global warming that 
would strand investments. 

Xinhuanet Investors warned: 
diversify before carbon 
bubble bursts  
 

Coal investors could suffer heavy losses in the future 
as carbon assets are frozen by regulators to achieve 
global warming targets, a new research report has 
found. 

The Fiji News.net Australia in danger of 
'carbon bubble'  

Australia's coal sector could face a "carbon bubble" 
based on the internationally agreed-upon target of 
limiting global warming to 2 degrees Celsius, a new 
report warns. 

The Sydney News Australia in danger of 
'carbon bubble'  

Australia's coal sector could face a "carbon bubble" 
based on the internationally agreed-upon target of 
limiting global warming to 2 degrees Celsius, a new 
report warns. 

Brisbane News.Net Australia in danger of 
'carbon bubble'  

Australia's coal sector could face a "carbon bubble" 
based on the internationally agreed-upon target of 
limiting global warming to 2 degrees Celsius, a new 
report warns. 

Carbon News Why coal looks like a 
bad investment  

Coal investors could suffer heavy losses in the future 
as carbon assets are frozen by regulators to achieve 
global warming targets, a new research report has 
found. 

Coffs Outlook Carbon bubble makes 
Australia’s coal industry 
ripe ‘for financial 
implosion’  

by Damian Carrington guardian.co.uk, Australia is 
already the globe’s biggest coal exporter. Photograph: 
Greg Wood/AFP/Getty Images 
Australia’s huge coal industry is a speculative bubble 
ripe for financial implosion if the world’s governments 
fulfil their agreement to act on climate change, accord 

NZ week Investors warned: 
diversify before carbon 
bubble bursts  

Sydney, April 29 — Coal investors could suffer heavy 
losses in the future as carbon assets are frozen by 
regulators to achieve global warming targets, a new 
research report has found. 

KiniBiz Investors warned to 
diversify before carbon 
bubble bursts  

SYDNEY – Coal investors could suffer heavy losses 
in the future as carbon assets are frozen by regulators 
to achieve global warming 
targets, China’s Xinhua news agency said citing a 
new research report. 

Green Biz (Italy) Il carbone australiano: 
una bolla speculativa a 
rischio implosione  
 

L'industria del carbone australiana continua ad 
attrarre investimenti, tanto che si parla di una nuova 
"bolla speculativa": e il raggiungimento di un accordo 
internazionale sul clima potrebbe determinarne 
l'implosione, innescando una nuova crisi finanziaria. 

Total potential online viewership: 138,120,224 
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Reuters Point Carbon 

Billions of Australian coal dollars at climate risk: report 

29 Apr 2013 09:39 

BEIJING, April 29 (Reuters Point Carbon) - Australian companies spend billions of dollars in 
developing new coal resources but risk seeing their investments stranded as the nation’s main 
export markets slash coal use to meet climate targets, a report said. 

Investors could get caught in a carbon bubble as Australia becomes less competitive due to a strong 
currency, while rising competition from lower-emitting fuels threatens its coal exports, said the report 
by Australian think-tank The Climate Institute and UK-based Carbon Tracker Initiative. 
 
“Australian and overseas investments in Australian coal rest on a speculative bubble of climate denial, 
indifference or dreaming,” said John Connor, CEO at The Climate Institute. 
 
The country accounts for 11 percent of the world’s coal market, and Australian-listed firms spent A$6 
billion ($6.2 billion) on developing its reserves in 2012 despite the spectre of waning international 
appetite, the report said. 
 
Japan, the biggest importer of Australian thermal coal with a 37 percent market share, has become 
more dependent on imported fuels after the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster forced the government 
to take the country’s entire nuclear fleet offline. 
 
But rising import costs are leading to development of cheaper and cleaner fuels domestically, the 
report said, referring to International Energy Agency estimates that Japan will cut coal imports by 26 
percent between 2010 and 2035. 
 
Demand from China and South Korea, each representing around 15 percent of Australia’s coal export 
market, is also expected to slow. 
 
China has pledged to cut its greenhouse gas emissions per unit of GDP by as much as 45 percent by 
2020 in a bid to fight climate change and shake its growing dependence on fossil fuel imports. 
 
Earlier this year, Beijing set a non-binding cap on energy consumption at 4 billion tonnes of standard 
coal equivalent in 2015, up from current levels of 3.7 billion tonnes. 
 
South Korea is chasing a less-polluting energy mix as well, and will launch an emissions trading 
scheme in 2015 to help meet its 2020 target of keeping its greenhouse gas emissions at 30 percent 
below business-as-usual levels. 
 
“Investors need to challenge the assumption that coal demand will continue to rise in China and 
elsewhere, otherwise billions of dollars of taxpayer, superannuation and shareholder funds will be 
wasted in assets linked to unburnable carbon,” said James Leaton, director of research at Carbon 
Tracker. 
 
The report said that if all of Australia’s potential coal resources – 38 percent of which are owned by 
mining firm BHP Billiton – were burned, they would emit around 150 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide 
by mid-century. 
 
That would account for up to 75 percent of coal’s total global carbon budget if the world set an 
emissions trajectory to limit average temperature rises to 2 degrees C by 2050. 
 
 
  



CE Daily 

'Carbon bubble' means coal investors will get burnt, report says 

29 April 2013 11:50am 

To avoid abrupt devaluation and stranded assets, coal mining companies should disclose forward 
estimates of their carbon emissions and investors and auditors must recognise that Australia's coal 
reserves can't be fully exploited, says a new report.  
 
In a joint report released today, the Climate Institute and the Carbon Tracker Initiative warn that 
Australia's coal boom rests on a "speculative bubble", with mining companies and their financial 
backers largely ignoring the risk of rapid devaluation as efforts to prevent dangerous climate change 
gather pace.  
 
The report is "not anti-fossil fuels, but its pro-maths," Climate Institute CEO John Connor said today.  
 
"What we can't ignore is that the planet has got a carbon budget – and the investment and other 
decisions we make can't ignore that."  
 
The analysis uses as its starting point work published by the International Energy Agency in 2012 
which concluded that, in the absence of carbon capture and storage technology, more than two-thirds 
of coal, oil and gas reserves would be unburnable before 2050 if the world is to have a 50% chance of 
limiting warming to 2°C.  
 
Increasing the odds to an 80% chance leads to a global carbon budget for coal by itself of 200 to 360 
gigatonnes for the years to 2050.  

Booked reserves linked to unfair share of global coal emissions 
Australian coal exports represent just 11% of the global market.  
 
But emissions linked to the reserves already booked by coal companies operating here equate to 
25% of the precautionary 200Gt CO2 global emissions budget for coal – more than twice what 
constitutes a fair entitlement based on coal market share.  
 
If the global coal emissions budget is taken to be 360 gigatonnes, Australia's share based on booked 
reserves is 15% - still in excess of its entitlement based on its share of the coal market.  
 
The problem becomes even more stark when estimates of emissions are based on the likely 
Australian coal resource, rather than just proven reserves.  
 
A conservative estimate of emissions associated with the nation's potential coal resource is 150 
GtCO2, which is between 42% and 75% of the global coal carbon budget to 2050.  
 
There is a "clear misbalance" between Australia's share of coal production and the share of coal's 
global emissions budget linked to the reserves of companies operating here, according to Carbon 
Tracker project officer Luke Sussams.  
 
"Australian coal companies are planning for a five to six degrees future," he said.  

Time to provide more than historical data 
The two organisations conclude that fossil fuel producers "should disclose the forward-looking 
numbers on their emissions" as part of efforts to inject some realism into how the coal mining sector is 
valued.  
 
"Traditionally, reporting has only covered disclosure of historical annual emissions rather than the 
emissions potential of fossil fuel reserves (in the case of extractive companies) or other forward-
looking indicators," they say.  
 
"In an investment world looking at future risks and opportunities, this information gap needs to be 
closed."  

http://www.cedaily.com.au/nl06_news_selected.php?act=2&nav=1&selkey=50348&utm_source=instant+email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Instant+Email+Article+Link
http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/verve/_resources/Unburnable_Carbon_Australias_Carbon_Bubble_finalreport.pdf


 
The Institute and Carbon Tracker also call on investors to "factor the carbon budget into their 
investment strategy to reduce exposure to carbon-intensive activities".  
 
"Further research needs to be commissioned to integrate carbon constraints into valuation 
methodologies," it says. "This analysis should be used to reallocate funds from high-carbon 
investments to low-carbon investments."  
 
"For very large investors such as superannuation and pension funds that manage over US$50 trillion 
of assets globally, it is not viable to simply divest their portfolio from all investments related to fossil 
fuels.  
 
"These investors need to use their influence to improve the way investee companies measure, 
monitor and manage carbon-related risks," they say.  
 
The organisations also note that about $6 billion is spent each year on finding and developing coal 
reserves.  
 
"But capital may be better deployed in to other sectors of the economy to limit the assets becoming 
uneconomic or stranded."  

Auditors failing to disclose 
Carbon Tracker notes that no auditor has publicly disclosed the assumptions they use in their 
valuation of fossil fuel-related assets regarding the path of future carbon prices, demand for fossil 
fuels or regulation of emissions.  
 
"Yet it is critical to understand how broadly-recognised carbon budget estimations are being factored 
into Australian company's valuations of their assets, in particular the long-lived assets used by 
emissions-intensive companies."  
 
A recent analysis by Citi of ASX exposure concluded unburnable carbon is "clearly a risk" (see related 
article), but also warned of the danger of divesting "too early".  
 
However, Sussams said delay might well prove "incredibly risky, in that there may simply not be a 
market for you to sell to … the market may not be there, the train may have already gone over the 
cliff".  
 
Unburnable carbon: Australia's carbon bubble (Climate Institute and Carbon Tracker, April 2013)  
 
Defining the carbon bubble (Climate Institute and Carbon Tracker, April 2013)  
 
Starting to see the problem: miners and investors (Climate Institute and Carbon Tracker, April 2013)  
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Rising coal prices and measures to move to a low-carbon economy could leave Australia, an 
international coal hub, with far more coal than should be used, according to the Climate Institute, a 
research organization based in Sydney. 

In its report, "Unburnable Carbon: Australia's Climate Bubble," the institute calculates that Australia 
can burn 20 to 40 percent of its existing coal reserves in order to play its part in restricting global 
warming to 2 degree Celsius above preindustrial levels. The country's coal reserves now equal 51 
metric gigatons of carbon dioxide, but what is striking is the amount of coal that is still to come. 

Last year, Australian companies spent $6 billion developing more coal resources. As the world's 
second-largest coal exporter, Australia has expected coal resources of 150 metric gigatons, which is 
equal to 75 percent of the global carbon budget for 2050. Many of these coal assets could be 
stranded as the world becomes more reluctant to use coal. The Climate Institute predicts less 
demand for coal from Australia as the cost of alternative energy resources keeps falling. 

China is a large buyer of Australian coal. Coal imported from Australia tops up domestic coal 
production for China's gargantuan energy needs. But even China is trying to cut back on its growing 
coal reliance and is making concerted efforts to get more renewable energy going. 

John Conner, CEO of the Climate Institute, said Australian companies have scoffed at the possibility 
that China could choose to address climate change over its development needs. "It shows that they 
are ignorant of what's going on in countries like China, that China's got other drivers for innovation, 
including air quality," he said. 

A 'clash between physics and finance' 

The Climate Institute's report is an extension of recent research by the Carbon Tracker Initiative and 
the Grantham Research Institute at the London School of Economics and Political Science that 
estimated that between 60 and 80 percent of fossil fuel reserves of publicly listed companies would be 
"unburnable" if all countries were committed to restricting global warming to 2 degrees Celsius. 

Australia has made some big strides in its carbon reduction and renewable energy policies. The 
nation has signed onto the second round of the Kyoto Protocol and is implementing a domestic 
carbon pricing mechanism. The Climate Commission found that Australia's greenhouse gas 
emissions between June and December 2012 were at their lowest levels since 2002 and its 
renewable energy capacity has doubled between 2001 and 2012. 

But the commission also calls for major emitters like the United States, China and Australia to go 
beyond their current commitments and increase emissions reductions. 

The Climate Institute's report suggests that investors start factoring carbon budgets into their 
investment strategies and start aligning capital markets to a 2-degree world. Companies, auditors and 
regulators also need to start improving carbon accounting and disclosure norms, it says. 

Connor called the creation of the carbon bubble "a clash between physics and finance" -- a battle that 
physics seems to be winning for the moment, and it's up to finance to adapt. 

http://climateinstitute.org.au/verve/_resources/Unburnable_Carbon_Australias_Carbon_Bubble_finalreport.pdf
http://climatecommission.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/The-Critical-Decade-Global-Action-Building-on-Climate-Change-web.pdf

